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Follow up on open questions 
 

Submitted Questions  Answer 

What is the difference 
between advance order 
promising and ATP? 

“advance order promising” is the business area term which SAP uses on the solution 
capability map. ATP is another term with the capabilities. For comparison: 
Advanced ATP considers only one plant, not different plants through the whole supply chain. 
Global ATP considers different plants through the whole supply chain. 

When will the Supply 
Chain area have its own 
S/4 Cloud learning 
journey and certification? 
All other areas (Finance, 
Manufacturing, 
Professional Services, 
etc) already have this but 
not Supply Chain. Thanks. 

Starting with the 1902 release we will deliver a S/4HANA Cloud learning journey for Supply 
Chain. The colleagues from the learning hub team are still working on this requirement. With 
RTC they will deliver a first version of the learning journey and will enhance the content after 
RTC. Certification is also planned. 

Love the fact we are 
getting the WM and 
Quality items - whats the 
plan for moving the UX to 
Fiori? 

We are planning to deliver further SAP Fiori apps in S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse 
Management, for instance a new picking app is planned. But the WM Monitor app which was 
shown in the Show&Tell webinar is a visual harmonized GUI app which was inherited from 
EWM. Currently we do not have plans to reimplement the complex WM Monitor app because 
it works fine and it is very powerful for the user. 

Is this the new front-end 
for S/4? 

The new apps will be implemented as SAP Fiori apps. But currently we are using also a lot of 
proven GUI apps like the WM Monitor which are displayed as visual harmonized apps. 

The PP-PI production 
method is available in 
S4HCloud??? 

PP-PI as you know from ECC is not available in S/4HANA Cloud. But starting with 1902 the 
process order will be enabled in S/4HANA Cloud with very limited capabilities. This is the 
starting point of a journey for enabling process manufacturing in S/4HANA Cloud. The PP-PI 
sheet is not available in S/4HANA Cloud. Currently a new implementation on SCP is in 
discussion. 

Will there be any 
automation (heuristic for 
scheduling similar to 
PPDS)                     

No heuristic for scheduling similar to PPDS is currently planned. But it is planned to 
implement a visualization of the production scheduling in future releases. 

can 1902 run with RF 
scanner? that means to 
set up mobil menu as well 
in the configuration 

With the 1905 release we will offer APIs which allows partners and customers to implement 
customer- and device-specific RF scanning solutions in WM. See innovation discovery  
1905 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/40F2E9281A631ED8979ADD75
DA3980DD 
1908    
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/6EAE8B28C5D91ED8979AE94
7038820CD 
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